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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has a single-forest and single Active Directory
Domain Services domain named contoso.com. The company has
offices in multiple geographic locations and manages all

computing devices from a network operations center located at a
main office.
You deploy physical servers and user devices by using a Windows
Deployment Services (WDS) server named WDS1, and a server that
runs System Center 2012 Virtual Machine Manager SP1 named VMM1.
Every three months you update the standard deployment images
and push the update images to all client devices in the
organization. You use multicast deployments for the servers and
client devices at the remote offices. To automate the
deployment process, you create an Auto-Cast multicast
transmission and pre-stage client devices.
You need to ensure that client devices continue the deployment
process after the first reboot and do not restart the
installation.
What should you do?
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: C
Explanation:
The Set-WdsClient cmdlet modifies a pre-staged client device.
The parameter -PxePromptPolicy&lt;PxePromptPolicy&gt; specifies
the prompt policy for this computer to boot in PXE. The
acceptable values for this parameter are:
-- Adopt
-- NoPrompt
-- OptIn
-- OptOut
Wdsclient PxePromptPolicy
Incorrect:
Not B: The New-WdsClient cmdlet creates a pre-staged client,
but here the pre-staged clients have already been created.
Not C: The computer must be configured to continue the boot
process without user interaction (for example, by pressing
F12).
The AllowN12ForNewClients option is regarding if the user must
press F12. If we set this option to No, they user would be
required to press the F12 key.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Instructions
This item contains several questions that you must answer. You
can view these questions by clicking on the corresponding
button to the left. Changing questions can be accomplished by
clicking the numbers to the left question. In order to complete
the questions, you will need to refer to the topology.
To gain access to the topology, click on the topology button of
the screen. When you have finished viewing the topology, you
can return to your questions by clicking on the Questions

button to the left.
Each of the windows can be minimized by clicking on the [-].
You can also reposition a window by dragging it by the title
bar.
Scenario
Refer to the topology. The diagram represents a small network
with a single connection to the Internet.
When a packet is sent from Host 1 to Server 1, in how many
different frames will the packet be encapsulated as it is sent
across the internetwork?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
We believe the correct answer is 3 because the packet will be
encapsulated in one more frame sent between routers R1 and R2.
Source MAC is interface S0/0/0 on router R1 and destination is
the serialinterface on router R2.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A BizTalk Server 2010 solution uses an orchestration that
performs several actions. The orchestration uses Expression
shapes and Message Assignment shapes. The orchestration has no
Scope shapes and the Transaction Type property is set to None.
Occasionally, an XLANG exception is thrown in the
orchestration. The exception is not handled and the
orchestration goes into a suspended state. You need to catch
the exception and handle the error. Which two actions should
you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. Choose two.)
A. Add an exception handler. Set the Exception Object Type
property to System.SystemException.
B. Add an exception handler. Set the Exception Object Type
property to Microsoft.XLANGs.BaseTypes. XLANGsException.
C. Add a Scope shape to the orchestration. Place all Expression
and Message Assignment shapes within this scope.
D. Set the Transaction Type property of the orchestration to
Long Running. Set the Compensation property of the
orchestration to Default.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the below is NOT a level of the IT Operations

Management (ITOM) Product Suite?
Response:
A. Enterprise
B. Professional
C. Corporate
D. Standard
Answer: C
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